intellectual life of the Federal Republic, but represents them as disaffected and distanced.' And he, perhaps more realistically than Engelmann (whose book he nevertheless calls "important"), sees that the so-called "Jewish" presence is much more politically differentiated. But even for Zipes, the presence of Jews in West German culture is marked by their absence. His prime examples of Jewish intellectuals in West Germany are Lea Fleischmann and Henryk Broder, both German-speaking Jews who chose to emigrate in the early 1980s. Peter Sichrovsky, in a volume of interviews with young Jews living in contemporary West Germany and Austria, seems to document much the same fact.' These Jews are alienated, disaffected, relatively unproductive, and certainly not in the mainstream of (West or East) German or Austrian "Kultur" (written with a capital "K").
The question I wish to address in this essay is really quite simple:
given the fact that there are "Jews" who seem to play a major role in contemporary German "Kultur," at least that narrower definition of culture, meaning the production of cultural artifacts, such as booksa field which, at least for Engelmann, was one of the certain indicators of a Jewish component in prewar German culture-what happened to these "Jews" (or at least the category of the "Jewish writer") in postwar discussions of culture? Or simpler: who killed the remaining Jews in contemporary German culture and why? Why is it not possible to speak about "German-Jews" in the contemporary criticism about German culture? And, more to the point, what is the impact of this denial on those who (quite often ambivalently) see (or have been forced to see) themselves as "Germans" and "Jews," but not as both simultaneously?
Let me begin by doing something that none of the studies I have mentioned risked undertaking and which I, up to now in this essay, have done only by inference. Let me define what I mean by a Jew, at least within the confines of my discussion of the role of German Jews in contemporary German literary culture. A Jewish writer is one labeled as a Jew who responds to this labeling in that medium, literature, which has the greatest salience for a Jew and a writer. I response takes the form of writing about Jews and attempting to represent their discourse within the confines of that object, the book, which both provides status for the Jew as writer in a society that values writers (such as Germany) and also contains the legend of his or her own inability to ever command the discourse of that culture.
My task in this essay must therefore be twofold. I must be able to show you how, within the confines of postwar culture, in the Federal Republic of Germany, the German Democratic Republic, and Austria, this tradition of representing the Jew as possessing a damaged and damaging discourse maintained itself, in spite of a radical reconstruction of German culture. And I must be able to present to you "Jewish" writers in German who have a broad audience and within whose fictive personalities (and the texts generated by them) the representation of the theme of a "Jewish" discourse plays a major role. If I am lucky I will also find texts in which the reworking of the alienation and isolation appropriate to the fictive personality of writers in the post-Holocaust world reflects constructively upon this problem.
For the first task, I have been helped greatly by Ruth Angress's brilliant exposition of what she calls "A 'Jewish Problem' in German Postwar Fiction."' And because she generally limited the parameters of this question to the world of fiction (rather than the stage or lyric poetry), I shall follow her lead while focusing this material for my own puposes. As for the selection of authors-well, there are any number of writers who fall into my category of "Jewish" writers, from Wolf Biermann to Gunter Kunert, from Stefan Heym to Rosa Auslander. These are writers who have selected "Jewish" themes and have presented themselves as major figures in the cultural life of the state in which they dwell. Some of them returned from exile after 1945, some of them were forced to remain in Germany, either in the camps or in hiding, some were born after the war. For the purposes of this essay I will limit myself to a detailed discussion of two widely read (and filmed) writers, Edgar Hilsenrath, who survived the death camps, immigrated to the United States where he began to write, and then returned to West Germany in the 1960s, and Jurek Becker, whose expulsion from East Berlin in the wake of Wolf Biermann's forced exiled was mitigated by the granting of an extended visa, ironically because of his The quality of Markus's voice can be adduced from the adjectives "supplicating" and "exaggerated" which are used by Agnes to qualify her perception of Markus's message. This, in itself, would prove only that within his fictional recreation of the world of Danzig, This linguistic link established between the two boys is the invention of the Jew who believes in it, who believes that it signifies a real bond between Matern, the silent one, and Amsel, the creator of their secret language. It is, of course, in the moment of Amsel's betrayal, when Matern, joined by a group of Hitler Youth, beats Amsel senseless, that the secret language, the link between friends, is revealed to be merely the Jew's illusion of friendship:
As this fist strikes him, it grinds its teeth behind a black rag. From Amsel's red-foaming mouth, a question blows bubbles: "Is it you? Si ti uoy?' But the grinding fist doesn't speak, it only punches." (213) Grass attempts to redeem the mauschelnd figure of Markus by revealing how both Jew and non-Jew, in a specific historical moment, became convinced of the Jew's difference, and more specifically, the difference in their discourse. This could be a conscious reflection of what Grass, the non-Jew, had done in The Tin Drum. But it fails as a thematization of this problem since it is still the Jew, the slightly dull and heavy-lidded "Eddi" Amsel who creates this hidden language. It is a feature of the absence of the center of the Jew, since it distorts the true language of fiction, German, and Grass recognized this by providing a "translation" of each of these lines into correct, nonreversed German. (This is quite unlike Markus's language in The Tin Drum, which while distorted was assumed by Grass to be comprehensible.) Amsel's language is a Jewish invention, and it remains as the Jew's even at the moment of the awareness of Amsel's sense of his own difference. For up to that moment Amsel is a Jew only in a reactive mode, only in the sense that he, like his father before him, must prove that not a Jew; at the moment of his betrayal by Matern, his discourse becomes that of the Jew, the marker of difference between his former friend and himself, a discourse which marks the difference between Jew and non-Jew. This is a powerful moment, but some of its power rests on the unstated parallel to Weininger's as well as DOblin's image of the discourse of the Jew. And this interextual relationship, 224 STCL, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Summer, 1989) indicated over and over again within the novel through Grass's use of Weininger as the arch-anti-Semite, points toward the spoiled discourse of the Jew. For Grass, perhaps, it is the discourse spoiled at a specific historical moment, when the Jew's parochial identity is abandoned, their sense of difference is suspended, and they desire to become merely German.
This tension within the most important set of works of the early 1960s to deal with the "Jewish Problem" shaped the idea of the Jew in the area of liberal, high culture in Germany. For Grass's work became one of the touchstones for the Germans' understanding of the Jew within the clearly identified political area of liberal ideology. Grass became one of the self-appointed guardians of Germans' liberal tradition. In the 1960s elections Grass went on the hustings, speaking throughout the Federal Republic in support of the Social Democrats. During the election campaign of 1965 Grass wrote his "Transatlantic Elegy" to commemorate the pure but lost German which he was able to find only among the Jewish émigrés when he journeyed across the Atlantic." Grass romanticizes the "Swabian, Saxon, Hessian" of these Jews as that language which remained uncorrupted by the Nazis. And yet, in the words he places in their mouths, they fear returning to Germany because "my German-it's old fashioned I know-/won't everyone guess, that I was so long. . . ." The Jews with their "emigrant and beautifully preserved language" fear to be marked by their speech, by the rhetoric of difference. Indeed it is in the account of the next election campaign of 1969, Grass's The Dairy of a Snail (1972) , that he embeds a further portrait of the Jew, here as survivor, in his recounting of his travels." The connection between Grass's political visibility and his image of the Jew is not lost, even on Grass himself.
Grass's importance in the German Democratic Republic should also not be underestimated. Even though The Tin Drum was not published officially in the German Democratic Republic until 1987, and then clearly labeled as an historical artifact, it had an extraordinary impact on experimental writers of the 1960s and seventies through the circulation of illegal copies of this and other works by Grass. For writers, especially Jewish writers, Grass's image of the Jew was a powerful, liberally sanctioned image of the Jew. centers about the image of the Jew as victim coping with the world of the Holocaust. The eponymous hero, Jacob the Liar, invents the existence of a radio in the ghetto of the small town in which he lives. The radio becomes the source of hope for all those who are without hope. Jacob, who adopts a small child whose parents are deported, is torn between the lies that give comfort and the realization of the eventual destruction of himself, the child, and their world. In an extraordinary moment in the novel, he takes the child into the basement, where she believes the imaginary radio to be hidden, and recreates, from behind a screen, a "fairy-tale" hour for her. The world of wholeness, of the normal, is recreated in the lies of Jacob, but they are lies that he consciously knows ameliorate the world in which he and the child fmd themselves.
Becker has taken one of the strongest myths about the polluted and polluting discourse of the Jew, the image of the lying Jew, and reversed it. Weininger's image of the Jew as the natural liar is countered. Jacob lies as a means for survival, not out of any inborn desire to lie but because of the force of circumstance. In retelling the story of Jacob, Becker is forced to create a new discourse for the Jew, at least for the speaking Jew in the novel. He employs a narrator to retell the tale of Jacob's lies, but it is a narrator who is himself creating a tale, not the story of the heroism of the martyrdom in the camps (a literary perspective common to novels on this theme written in the German Democratic Republic), but the tale of the creation of a moment of near sanity through lies in a world gone mad.
The success of Becker's undertaking can be measured in the very fact that the speaking Jews in Becker's novel are given a discourse that, for postwar German critics, seems to be an accurate reconstruction of the discourse of the Jew. Becker's use of German literary devices, such as the intonation of the narrative voice, as well as the "local color" (through the conscious absence of any Yiddishisms) of the Lodz ghetto, creates, for the German reader, the impression of the speaking Jew. Becker's success in the undertaking permits the living Jew, the narrative voice, to recount the events of the "lying" Jew and thus give proof of his ability to command both a "Jewish" discourse and a "German" one.
The act of writing attempts to distance the charge of the silence of the Jews while putting to rest yet another calumny, the image of the lying Jew. Becker's attempt to mirror the world of the victim, of the dead, in Jacob the Liar succeeds because we are confronted with the living voice of the narrator at the conclusion of the novel. The pendant to Jacob the Liar, Becker's The Boxer (1976), is a much more complicated novel; it presents the world of the child not as victim but as survivor." Like Jacob the Liar, The Boxer depends on the voice of the narrator to place the reader in a specific relationship to the world of the survivor, the created images of the "good" Jew and the "bad" Jew, of the acceptable solution and the unacceptable one to the problem of bearing witness. (298) . But being a Jew denies the possibility of free will. The narrator presents Aron's questions as impossible, and he avoids the most evident of answers. Mark "becomes" a Jew, a "new" Jew, because his father remains an "old" Jew, a silent Jew, a Jew condemned to the world that followed the camps. Mark's attempts to "speak" to his father through his letters and Aron's inability to respond are the metaphor for the difference.
Becker claims to incorporate many of his own wartime experiences into his fiction. In an interview given in the late 1970s, Becker speaks about his father's search for him following the war, when he was seven." He reports that his earliest memories stem from this period. After he was found by his father, they went to live in the Soviet zone of Berlin for "reasons which I can only guess. For he would never speak to me of them" (11 (18) . The secret that Becker senses behind his "Jewish" identity, his identity as a Jewish writer, or at least a writer in a Jewish mode, is the secret language of the Jews, the overcoming of the curse of silence, of his father's silence, and his ablity to write this silence out of existence in the fantasies of his prose. For he kills his alter ego, Mark, in defense of a Jewish world. Mark becomes the ideal of the "state of peasants and workers," the German Democratic Republic's motto, by working as a "peasant" (Aron's word) on a kibbutz, and he dies in the defense of that world, just as the heroes of all good socialist realistic novels are programmed to die in defense of the socialist fatherland. The Boxer, with its complex narrative mode, its mode of retelling, but a retelling through the probing voice of the questioner, is the exorcism of the silence of the father as Jew and the Jew as father.
Becker's most recent novel, Bronstein's Children (1986) is his first return to a "Jewish" theme since his immigration to West Berlin in 1977. 16 In 1977 Becker resigned from the Writers' Union because of Wolf Biermann's exile from the GDR, but he alone of the writers who made this grand gesture was permitted to maintain his citizenship while being granted a longterm visa to "permit" him to live The complex plot has at least four major strands, one of which is the central motor force in the novel. (And it is the multistranded complexity of this work that so contrasts with Becker's last novel of the "Jewish Question," The Boxer). Arno and two of his friends kidnap an individual whom they had recognized as a guard at the concentration camp at Neuengamme. They tie him to a bedstead in Arno's country house and proceed to "interrogate" him. Hans had been using the house for assignations with his girlfriend and stumbles across the scene. The second strand links Hans and his Jewish girlfriend Martha, who has become an actress and is starring in a film about the Holocaust. The third strand links Hans and his sister Ella, who is in an asylum, insane, having been horribly mistreated by the family with whom she was hidden (for payment) by her parents when the Nazis entered Poland. The final strand is Hans's attempt to establish himself a year after his father's death, a year which he has spent with Martha's family, the nuclear family denied him by the Holocaust, but a family deeply marked by the same events that robbed him of his family.
More than survivor guilt marks Hans. For the actions of his father and his friends seem incomprehensible to him. Why not turn the guard over to the authorities who, unlike the authorities in the Federal Republic, were sure to punish him? Is it vengeance that makes them keep him prisoner? Is it the creation of their own little camp with an inmate over which they have the same control as was held over them? Hans cannot understand these actions and attempts over and over again to interrogate his father and the prisoner. Their rationale, as explained by Arno, is that historical chance has placed them in a land Gilman 231 (the GDR) in which this individual will be punished only because one occupying nation rather than another dominates. The Germans ("deutsches Gesindel") are themselves no more trustworthy in the German Democratic Republic than in the Federal Republic. Indeed, Arno later says, the Germans are the most tractable of peoples. They would act not out of belief but because they were told that to convict the guard was their duty. "Order them to eat dogshit and, if you are strong enough, they will soon take dogshit to be a delicacy" (130).
Becker's description of Hans, the narrator, as an athlete, at the very beginning of the novel, forms an epiphany which illuminates the rest of the text, in a manner uncomprehended by the narrator until the conclusion of the work. Hans must complete the swimming test in order to get his school leaving certificate and his disinterest in doing so reflects one of the images of the Jew in German fiction, the Jew as attempting to avoid any type of physical exertion. And yet Becker plays with this standard theme much more consciously than he did in any of his earlier "Jewish" novels. The scene is set. Hans must take his swimming test and is ordered by one of his schoolmates, in schoolboy Prussian tone, to take off his swimsuit and shower. Hans's answer is to punch him in the nose, to which the boy's response, after he gets up, is that "he's crazy" (430) . The reader is led into the resulting uproar by the teachers who flood into the locker room, who provide a rationale for the incident. The explanation, imagined by Hans to be whispered to his victim by the teacher, is that he's a Jew. "There are slight sensitivities, which we cannot so easily comprehend" (47). The implication is that Hans has not wanted to remove his swim suit because of his physical difference, because of his circumcised penis. But the chapter ends with the narrator's interior monologue which reveals that his is not circumcised. Becker destroys the clean line between the construction of categories of difference and the realities of difference in one extraordinary moment, a moment for which we are no more prepared than the revelation that Hans is uncircumcised. Hans has returned to the cabin again and again to speak with the captive. Once he returns home to find that his father and his friends have gathered in their apartment for a strategy session. The son pulls a set of drawers away from a hidden door, lays himself on the ground and listens to his father speak:
The first words that I heard made it clear why they did not feel it necessary to be quiet: they spoke Yiddish. It was incomprehensible to me that father could make himself understood in this language. I wanted to believe that a stranger sat there using father's voice. Not only had he avoided speaking Yiddish in my presence, he never even indicated that he could speak the language. He spoke without clumsiness, without stuttering, as if the words flew to him from one moment to the next. I found that horrid, I felt myself betrayed. He spoke louder than all the others, so that I asked myself whether he counted on my listening and wanted thus to betray his secret to me. Never before was I so against on the border of the comprehensible, and I constantly had the feeling, that I only had to strain myself a bit in order to understand it. Perhaps they spoke Yiddish together because they believed that this language was the most appropriate for their undertaking. Suddenly the hidden language of the Jew, the Jew within, surfaces for Hans. Yiddish is the marker of real difference for Becker, the hidden nature of the father as Jew and victim. Hans's constant rejection of special treatment as a "victim of fascism," his uncircumcised penis, his desire to serve as the means by which the guard is rescued, all point to his sense of being a "German." He is aware of his role as a Jew, but believes this is a invention of his tormentors, as his father had always told him. Suddenly there is a difference, a sense of strangeness, of the "uncanny," that sense of the self projected into the world and made different. Hans needs to feel himself as the German he had always believed himself to be. He turns again to the country cabin, to the guard, in order to free him. There he finds his father, dead, and the guard, who screams upon seeing Hans that he "couldn't do anything; he was innocent" (300) (his cry throughout the novel, but in other circumstances). Hans begins to file off the handcuffs, when the guard says: "He has the key with him." The novel ends with Hans going to his "father and reaching into his pocket, first in the wrong one and then in the right" (302). The true key, the key to Hans's identity, to Arno's sense of self, dies with the father. The sense of change is underlined by Becker by placing the novel at the time of Walter Ulbricht's death. With the death of a generation, of a father, "missed more in death than treasured in life" (300) Hans will become a German, but will also now remain a Jew. He will not be able to abandon, to repress, his identity. This is the answer to Aron/Arno's question in The Boxer of "what made a Jew out of him." Becker signals this moment of awareness in his character's sense of difference through the use of the motif of the hidden language of the Jews, but now in a much more highly differentiated mode. For being a Jew is simply being one of "Bronstein's children," and the irony of an inescapable and inexorable sense of difference makes Becker's most recent novel into the most constructive means of dealing with this otherwise destructive theme. For Becker thematizes the hidden language of the Jew in a discourse that is not "Jewish" but rather clearly German, a German of post-modernistic literary discourse exemplified by his last two "non-Jewish" novels. There is little difference in the complexity of his literary language, of his subtle use of Grassian irony; he is indeed a "German" in his cultural embeddedness, but a Jew in his representation of the contradictions of what being German means to the German-Jewish writer. Hilsenrath's reception in Germany is as a Jewish writer, a writer with specific insights into the "dilemma" of the "Jewish Question." Der Spiegel, in reviewing The Nazi and the Barber, could simply comment that "the author knows that which he reports: Edgar Hilsenrath, 51, is a Jew."" This qualifier, was also applied to Becker in a number of the reviews of his first novel, Jacob the Liar, and places their identity as Jews and writers as parallel. In his two major novels, Hilsenrath plays with this theme, the question of a German-Jewish identity in contemporary Germany, seeing the question of the definition of the Jew as a problem, not of the Jews in Germany and the United States, but of their tormentors. Out of this critique of the idea of the Jew comes one of the most successful literary productions of recent years, Hilsenrath's The Nazi and the Barber. For Hilsenrath the problem of the Jew's discourse is the problem of the exile's language, a problem that haunts German-Jewish writers in non-German-speaking exile after 1933 (and especially after the Anschluss of Austria). The hidden language of the "Jew" is German, not because there is a necessary link between Jews and the German language, but because it is the language of the character's childhood as well as his formative experience, the concentration camps.
Hilsenrath and Grass redivivus
Hilsenrath's America is parallel to the ghetto in Night, in which the inhabitants are reduced to a subhuman level by the forces that keep them in the camp, depriving them of all human needs, such as food. This theme, of New York as the new inferno, echoes through many of the post-Holocaust visions of America, such as Saul Bellow's Mr. Sammler's Planet. For Hilsenrath it is, however, closely tied to the act of writing, the means of communication. Griinspan's title for the novel, a novel which remains unwritten in the course of the novel, points toward the pollution of the Jews' discourse, but a pollution which comes from without, from the blind anti-Semitism of the world in which the narrator finds himself and which he, unlike his alterego in Night, who dies at the conclusion of the novel, survives. But his survival as author is placed within a fantasy of return. The closure of the novel comes with an extensive fantasy in which Jakob Bronsky imagines himself back in Germany, returning "primarily because of my language" (200). His return to his language, German, forms the context for the completion of his novel, for which he cannot find a publisher. He proceeds to feign suicide, to persuade his aged mother to get Max Brod, Kafka's executor, to read his unpublished work. Brod, in this fantasy, sees Bronsky as a "second Kafka" (203), at which point Bronsky suddenly reappears and becomes a media star. In the dreamlike television interview that closes the fantasy and the novel, Bronsky states his case for the Jew as author in contemporary Germany:
Interviewer: "Mr. Bronsky. Do you have something to say to the German people."
Bronsky: "I have nothing to say to the old people. They know already." Interviewer: "And to the youth?" Bronsky: "To the youth, I want to say that they should read my The signs that have been assumed to have a permanent signification as a sign of the Jew in postwar German letters, circumcision and the hidden language of the Jews, come to be signs of the illusions of Germans about Jews for writers such as Hilsenrath and Becker. Hilsenrath and Becker would seem, on the surface, to form a most disparate duo. Indeed, what relates them is their projection of the specific qualities of the discourse of the Jew onto a specific image of the Jew, the Jew as survivor. In some cases this alter ego is glorified, in others it is condemned. In all cases this fictional discourse is distanced from the world of the author, from the choice that he has made to move from a language contaminated with images of his inability to a world in which he can creatively use the very language. Both Hilsenrath and Becker successfully turn the image of the damaged discourse of the Jew against itself by thematizing and satirizing this myth.
Why is it that their highly successful works, both in terms of aesthetic as well as popular success, have not been reflected in the image of the Jewish writer in contemporary Germany? Why is it that contemporary criticism does not speak of a German-Jewish literature, as it is so free to speak of the Age of the Great American Jewish Novel? My sense is that Grass could and did use images of the Jew in the fifties and sixties which we at first blush understood to be sympathetic and evocative ones, since they were positive stereotypes.
It is only with detailed analysis (and perhaps, historical distance), that one can see that the very reason why such images seemed to be successful (and this is true of the portrait of the Jew by other "liberal" authors of the fifties and sixties) was that these images were, at least, in part, the inversion of the negative images that had preceded them. This is not to say that Grass uses Stfirmer caricatures in his work. But he uses their polar anti-image, and in it he maintains at least one of the major myths about the Jews, that of the Jews' hidden and secret language.
When writers such as Hilsenrath and Becker (and one can expand this list extensively) came to portray Jews in fiction, they first had to counter the accepted image of the Jew, as in the works of Grass, an image which fitted neither their self-perception nor their understanding of the appropriate manner of dealing with their seemingly contradictory identity as Jews, Germans, and authors. It was not merely that they separated their reality from the fictions about Jews. This would have been an all too simple thing to do. For what writer confuses his/her own personality with the fictions that personality is able to generate? No. What they found was that the philo-Semitic world of German liberal politics, the world of writers who in their own minds and in their public actions represent an idealized image of the German writer in a direct continuity to the liberalism (read: Jewishness) of the 1920s (and even earlier) was able to employ images of the Jew that were poisoned. When Jews (however defined) turned to images of the Jew, they found a sense of uncanny recognition of the forces of evil as well as the forces of good. And given the radical reversal of the image of the Jew with the rise of left-wing anti-Zionism (read: anti-Semitism) in the 1970s, their reading was not wrong.
Writers in the Anglo-American world who understood themselves to be Jews, writers such as the American-Jewish author Philip Roth, in the Zuckerman novels (1979) (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) , and the British-Jewish author Clive Sinclair, in his extraordinary novel Blood Libels (1985) , were able to thematize the idea of the hidden language of the Jews. They were able to come to terms with the assumption that as Jews they see the world differently from everyone else and that, as a result, their texts are encoded with hidden "Jewish" messages. What these writers did was to transform the accusation into the stuff of their novels. By writing they disprove the special nature of the Jews' language as assumed in Western letters. But commentators, of both the left and the right, did not recognize the cry for universalism within such a satiric representation of particularism. Unlike the AngloAmerican experience in which Roth and Sinclair are viewed as Jews, "self-hating Jews," but at least as Jews, Hilsenrath and Becker in Germany are simply denied any status as Jews within their cultural world. For to admit that Jews can write about Jewish topics and still transcend such a subject matter and thus be "real" writers, i.e., in the terminology of liberalism, writers about "universal" topics, would violate the liberal view that particularism of any sort is bad. Being a "Jewish" writer for present-day Germans (or at least for Germans and their American intellectual clones of the seventies and eighties) is an unacceptable, even racist category. And it is such an attitude that easily leads to the view that "Zionism is Racism." To destroy such "racism" they have destroyed the idea of the "Jewish" writer. For such critics, the category of "Jewish writer" exists only for the
